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Ingrid arrived at Highgreen from London in October 2012. Trained in photography and film with a background in drawing
and printing Ingrid Pollard has exhibited widely in this country and abroad. Because of her international reputation Ingrid
spent the first couple of weeks of her residency on a lecture tour of San Francisco, including Stanford and University
California, Irvine. Once back, Ingrid settled in and hardly left Highgreen all the rest of the year. She found, and still finds,
the dark nights and moors somewhat scary. However she has fully embraced the life of the Tarset community and she has
quickly become an enthusiastic member of both the Tarset Song Reivers group and the new Tarset Ceilidh Band where she
made a tentative start with her ukulele, not having played much before (like several other band members who were trying
new instruments) but is now very much part of things.
The artist brought with her to Tarset a dark room kit and enlarger as well as all her photographic skills and knowledge and
she has willingly and generously shared these with anyone interested. She has led workshops with a range of people of all
ages both resident in the area and from further afield. The activities have included making self-portrait shadow puppets
with pupils of Greenhaugh First School, leading workshops in pin-hole camera photography and black/white photography,
and making personal camera obscuras and photograms with students with autistic spectrum disorder and community
leaders from Newcastle.
Ingrid came to Highgreen with the hope that she might create a large-scale camera obscura. This has come to fruition
with advice from local people, funding from Northumberland National Park’s Sustainable Development Fund, the skills
of a specialist company and a local craftsman plus Ingrid’s enthusiasm and tenacity. We now have a large but portable
camera obscura which was first ‘tried out’ by children from Otterburn First School, was experienced by many visitors to
Highgreen for the Art-Walking weekend in July and which we are now planning to take to Falstone and Bellingham Shows.
It has been a fun and eventful year. I hope Ingrid has enjoyed it as much as we have enjoyed having her.
Janet Ross
July 2013

In and around the Frame
For some four decades, Ingrid Pollard has been exploring the romanticism
of the English landscape and its hidden histories in a practice that has
encompassed printmaking and drawing as well as photography. Hers is a
measured creativity, one in which she recognises the attraction of pastoral
tradition, whilst alluding to its exclusions, contradictions and hidden histories.
A British-Guyanese artist, she has continually explored relations of the urban
and rural, questioning the nature of belonging, and the practices through
which identities are constituted. For some time now she has tested and
extended this creative practice whilst artist-in-residence at VARC (Visual Arts
in Rural Communities), based for a year in the remote Northumberland hills of
Highgreen estate in Tarset. Her approach to artistic research is well suited to
such a context, enabling a sustained period of creative fieldwork in which she
has observed, walked and talked in and around the locale, often in the company
of those who live and work there.
Curiosity seems an apt term to characterise Ingrid’s creative approach. Just as
in science, artistic invention is often spurred by curiosity rather than utility, by
an interest in how things happen, what lies beneath the surface, by questions
like ‘what happens if’? In visiting her studio at Highgreen, I find myself
wondering about the textures and surfaces of the bark she has collected whilst
observing the management of what little woodlands there are here, and then
being slightly startled by the sheep skeleton propped against the wall in the
barn next door. Sourced from the surrounding fields, this key item in the social
and economic fabric of place becomes yet a different object here: waiting to see
what happens as it decomposes and stabilises, it may yet be incorporated into
an art work, or maybe not.
Typical of her artistic enquiry, she has visited Unison Colours many time over
the year, fascinated both by the rural economy of this small creative business
manufacturing artist’s pastels and by the skill of the people who work there:
and by the challenge of trying to photograph the often present but elusive red
squirrels. With her artist’s eye, she is drawn there also by the sheer pleasure
of encountering colour in its purist substantiality, by the jars of traditionally
sourced pigments and secret recipes from which the artist’s materials are
mixed and crafted. Rather like a nineteenth-century botaniser, she collects
paper off-cuts that bare the imprints of the process, abstract traces of colour

being spooned out, dried to just the right consistency and shaped into sticks. Beautiful things in their own right, she
rescues and then repurposes these left over by-products of manufacture. Their resonances underlie much of her visual
experimentation in the studio as well as the fragile fabric of her installations.
In all of this, the processes and materials of image making continually fascinate her. She also draws us back to the
physical and chemical constituents, the traditional materials of photography, for instance, where the basic ingredients
of analogue process are intrinsically linked with, inseparable from, the images produced. In a kind of double looping,
her photographs have a material insistence as, despite their fragility, they point us back to the earth. Traces of base
substances (silver, bromide, chlorine, water, salts), there is something of the alchemist in her photographic creativity.
And something of the pragmatist: black and white printing has been impossible while in residence at VARC, she tells me,
the chemistry incompatible with the septic tank.
Whether working with traditional process or with digital means, she is constantly curious about the very processes of
photography and the engagement with her surroundings that these offer. So, in photographing regularly through the same
arched window of her temporary flat, the recurrent forms of tree and sky trace the transient cycle of daily and seasonal
change. The arched frame momentarily suggests a romantic, even spiritual sense of nature’s sublime, as glimpsed
through the window opening. Except, of course, this window is just outside her bedroom, and the flat is in a converted
dove-cottage on the estate at Highgreen.
Walking with her across the surrounding moorland, she pointed out traces of former mining and farming activities, traces
that in turn are hinted at in many of the photographs she has made over the year. Traces that remained mostly invisible
to my stranger’s eyes, yet became more recognisable, remotely tangible, as we picked and hopped our way out over the
uneven and unfamiliar terrain: imagining what it might feel like to come out here in all weathers pulling a coal wagon,
or hefting the sheep feed or even with tripod and camera. Her photographs of such surroundings have a compelling
obliqueness about them, a catching of something out of the corner of one’s eye, without ever being able to hold it firm.
The black and white panorama of the surrounding moorland in one of her installations is both constructed and disrupted,
recalling the practices of early photographic practitioners in joining multiple images into a single wide one. Traditionally
the panorama format allows for a sweeping overview of any given place, but typically Ingrid photographs in a quieter, more
reticent manner, from below, looking up, so that the hillside becomes an insistent but unknowable presence. A dry-stone
wall runs through the middle of another photograph, this time in colour, its resolute line segmenting the image. Visually,
it seems to mark a route over the hill into the distance, a tracing of a pathway across the near topography and into the
unknown.
More than material process or visual experiment, of course, photography, can also be a social practice, a means of
encounter with others and a tool of interaction. The portraits Ingrid has produced enact some of those encounters, with
strangers who have become familiars in the process. As with all photography however, the portraits conceal as much as

they reveal: it is the conversations, the social interactions and acquaintances
that lie behind and beneath the images, the invisible stories that can be told
around and with them, that make such photographic portraits socially effective.
As resident artist, Ingrid has developed many opportunities for sharing her
practice with others, with individuals and community groups, whether through
workshops with school groups or cups of tea in the studio. She reminds us
of the wonder of photography by involving others into its processes, in the
pinhole camera workshops she ran, for instance, or through the magic of the
camera obscura tent. But the relationships are reciprocal, and she shares in
the creative activities of many, through regular singing practice or playing in the
local ceilidh band, or simply walking and talking with others. Such reciprocity is
important anywhere, but perhaps it is especially so here at Highgreen, where it
is impossible not to be struck by the remoteness of the context and the peculiar
physicality of the place. For much of the winter months there is an almost
palpable darkness from mid afternoon onwards, so that when the front door
opens, outside seems something dense, impenetrable even. Except Maureen,
the local farmer, walks her dogs with ease, finding a way along the pathways
and occupying space in a way that is so different to that of the urban dwellervisitor who sometimes walks with her.
Darkness is of course a potentially wondrous space for the photographer
and Ingrid has embraced this in converting her studio at Highgreen into a
temporary darkroom over the winter, the windows uncovered again in spring
to embrace the challenges of the new light. This oscillation between darkness
and light, obscurity and vision, is a key aspect of her work and is suggested
again in the pure whiteness of her print-making here, where the impressions of
fossilised plant specimens are so finely traced, as if emerging into the light from
geological depths. Or again in the quite mysterious photograph from a darkened
interior, as the camera takes us through a gap or gash in the building’s fabric to
the depths of new snow outside
By choosing to exhibit the work she has made at VARC in a number of variously
aged buildings on the site at Highgreen, she draws attention again to the fragility
of things: to the fragility of structures and the cultural practices that supported
them, even those once part of a seemingly stable rural economy, where

servants would ensure the safe running of estate and
manor house. And then there is of course the fragility in
our ways of seeing, our patterns of looking, as here where
we struggle to see anything clearly, standing on tip-toe
or dodging the nettles to peer in through the window or
door-frame. The exhibition, like the work itself, seems to
allude to such patterns of visibility/invisibility, inclusions/
exclusions, simultaneously revealing and obscuring the
constructed nature of all our observations.
Carol McKay
July 2013

Thank You
Ingrid would like to thank Janet Ross and Leo Amery of VARC and William and Cynthia Morrison-Bell for the opportunity to
spend a magical year at Highgreen.
Thanks to the people of the local Tarset community who went out of their way to make me feel welcome, and all the yummy
cakes and tea. Thanks to Song Reivers, Tarset Ceilidh Band and Scottish dancing classes for musical fun, which also
unexpectedly provided structure for my time in Tarset.
Thanks to Kate Hersey and Unison Colour, Maureen and David McCracken, and all those who took me on walks.
Thank you to Northern Print. Thank you also to Barry Imeson for his insight, and all those who put up with me asking them
to not smile during their photographic moments.
Thanks for support and facilities to staff and technicians at the University of Sunderland and the North East Photography
Network.

About VARC
Visual Arts in Rural Communities has funded and managed a programme of twelve-month artist residencies since 2000.
It also initiates projects and has funded projects proposed by artists in the region. Through the residencies and projects it
aims to offer artists opportunities to develop new work, and benefit to the community and visiting groups through creative
activity and engagement with art and artists.
As always VARC would like to thank Cynthia and William Morrison-Bell for their generous support of its work.
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